Get Started with RangeMe

RangeMe is a supplier discovery platform that will allow you to introduce yourself to a world of vendors and research exciting products in what seems to be an endless number of categories. On RangeMe, you will be able to message the representatives of the companies for more information and instructions on how to buy. RangeMe is NOT a buying site; instead, it is your portal to explore new lines from wherever you and your PC are at.

For first-timers, the site can be a bit overwhelming, and for that reason, NCPA has created a “Gabe’s NCPA Picks” section. In Gabe’s NCPA Picks, you will find the same great vendors that you enjoyed on NCPA’s Front-end Marketplace and dozens more with even more to come.

There is no charge to join RangeMe. To register, email your name and the pharmacy’s name to NCPABUYERS@RANGEME.COM. Your contact name is Jacob Leggett. It may take a day or two to be approved. Once you are approved and registered, you will be emailed instructions on reaching Gabe’s Picks. The approval will be sent via email from RangeMe. If you think you may have missed your approval email, I suggest you search all of your junk and spam email boxes for “Welcome to RangeMe.”

The next page shows screenshots of how to find Gabe’s NCPA Picks once you are logged in.
Click Browse

Click Submissions

Click Gabe’s NCPA Picks

It's very important to slide the buttons to the right and then click apply

Find additional products on RangeMe using the keyword search bar and any of the filters above!